er than to poor learning of r^ and r g^.
To perform optimally in multiple-cue probability learning (MCPL) tasks with intercorrelated cues, the subjects must (1) learn the validities for the cues, r ., (2) learn the intercorrelation between the cues, ex r ij ' (3) understand how to use the intercorrelation to adjust the weight given to a cue.
Evidence from experiments on single-cue probability learning which study the learning of cue validities in its purest form, indicate that the sub jects are able to learn the validities of probabilistic cues. In fact, the validity of the cue is the only factor which affects the subjects utilization of the cue (Brehmer, 1974a) . When the subjects have to learn When there is no suppressor variable in the task, the opposite results have, however, also been obtained (see Brehmer, 1971 Brehmer, , 1973b ).
-3-It is not possible to tell whether the subjects' poor performance in the suppressor variable tasks was due to the subjects not having learn ed r.. and r . or whether it wa s due to the subjects inability to adjust ex the weights given to the cues, since detection of and r^ was never tested.
The purposes of the present study are ( Table 1 gives the task characteristics in detail for all three learning tasks.
The actual values differed from the desired theoretical only by sampling error.
On each of the 100 learning trials the subjects observed the two cue values together, gave his prediction of the criterion value, and ob served the correct criterion value. The subjects were not informed of the relations in the task. The task and procedure of the learning phase are described in more detail in Armelius and Armelius (1974). Reproduced single cue validities. To see if the subjects had learned the cue validities in the learning task, the cue-judgment correlations, r r^, for cu e 1 and 2 were computed for each subject and block in test group r .. These correlations are shown in Figu re 2a and 2b respectively. 0X As can be seen in Figure 2a subjects in the .00 condition show a perfect matching of the validity of cue 1, while subjects in both the .40 and .80 conditions underestimate the cue validity. As can be seen in Figure 2b the subjects in the .00 condition greatly overestimate the validity of the suppressor cue. The subjects in the .40 condition show a slight overestimation and the subjects in the .80 condition show a perfect matching of the cue validity. The other explanation is that the groups given r.. = .40 and .80 detected the cue intercorrelation in the learning tasks since the subjects in these groups very closely matched their reproduced r^j values with those given. The conclusion would then be that the only group that did not detect the cue intercorrelation in their learning task was the r^ = .00 condition. The subjects in this condition greatly overestimated the r^j value given in the learning task. This overestimation might then be explained as a positive set that never was corrected or unlearn ed, since the task for the subjects in the r^ = .00 condition was so easy that all they had to do was to learn which cue was valid and then use the value of that cue to predict the criterion value since that cue correlated .99 with the criterion. This explanation implies that if a more difficult learning task is used the subjects given r-= .00 will detect the cue intercorrelation. This hypothesis has been supported in a recent study (Armelius & Armelius, 1973 ). Therefore it seems as if the prime reason for the subjects poor perform ance in tasks with a suppressor variable is that the subjects do not understand the implications of r^, i.e., they are not able to meet the third condition.
Even if subjects have detected all the necessary information of a re dundant MCPL-task it is difficult to utilize it to achieve optimal per formance. The third condition requires subjects to adjust the weight given to a cue depending on the number and validity of other cues pre sent and on the relations that exist bet ween the various cues. This is obviously a very difficult task even for someone who knows exactly how the corrections should be made. 
